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TV viewers of the 1965 World Series, if they weren't in the kitchen grabbing a beer between innings, 
most likely heard a finger-popping blues behind the automobile commercial. It was "The Sidewinder" 
by Lee Morgan. The use of jazz in TV commercials has both good and bad aspects. Here the music 
was being played faithfully to its fashion and, as such, was representative of Lee Morgan's new 
success. 

If the music from Morgan's albums subsequent to "The Sidewinder" has not been utilized by Mad 
Ave., it has been heard on the radio -- AM and FM -- and on many a home music system. These 
albums have enabled him to form his own group which has played in nightclubs of some of the 
eastern seaboard's larger cities. Lee, who had been with Art Blakey's Jazz Messengers from 1958 
into 1961, rejoined Blakey in 1964 but 1966 found him on his own. 

In a June engagement at Slugs', tenor saxophonist Hank Mobley and drummer Billy Higgins were 
members of Morgan's group. Here, they are part of his recording group along with three others who 
are no strangers to their session-mates or Blue Note listeners: Jackie McLean, Herbie Hancock and 
Larry Ridley. 

The name of the title number, "Cornbread," may stir the memories of you older fans. Back in 1948, 
tenor man Hal Singer made a record called "Cornbread." It enjoyed so much popularity that he soon 
became known as Hal "Cornbread" Singer. Lee's "Cornbread" has some of the same basic 
ingredients as Singer's but its texture and flavor--to say nothing of its shape--mark it as an exclusive 
product of the Morgan oven. 
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The baking starts with a bright, brassy, bluesy ensemble, rolling piano and Higgins keeping the beat 
boiling. It's the happy-sad shout of the blues. Morgan's stimulating solo is first with especially effective 
use of choked notes. Then Mobley contrasts elongated upper-register cries and moans with sure-
fingered accelerated runs. McLean, a very good blues musician, follows with his slightly harsher, 
stone-edged tone. Hancock's two-fisted attack melts into some well-placed right hand statements and 
then back to the double-barrelled approach. After the bread is done, the fires are damped slowly as 
Herbie is faded out. "Cornbread" in a capsule: you don't have to grow up in the back country to be 
able to play the blues. 

Next is an ominous, minor-key theme, punctuated by Higgins, that seems to have been called up from 
the bebop era. "Our Man Higgins" is a rhythmic, drummer's "head" conjuring up visions of 
early Monk, Bud, Klook and the rest. McLean is full into it in the opening solo, one of his best in recent 
years. Morgan's hard swing creates images of Diz, Fats and Blue Note Miles in our minds. Then 
Mobley: laying back on the beat, exploring the rhythm, swooping around, digging in, straight ahead, 
biting off chunks of harmony and chewing them up. Hancock: catching the mysterious mood, his 
articulate right hand propelled by Ridley's fat notes and Higgins' unflagging beat. Finale: Billy, the 
thinker-swinger, back into the theme for more punctuations in what has to be one of the most exciting 
tracks in a long time--memories of the past with the urgency of today. 

A dreamy Hancock intro precedes the horns' wafting of the lovely theme of "Ceora," replete with 
bossa beat. Morgan's expansive sound and warm feeling create something with the beauty of a Cellini 
bowl--but unbreakable. Mobley is tender, and Hancock applies delicate bell-like tones. Then the 
theme returns and you've soon finished floating on fields of gossamer forgetfulness. 

The band blows a lazy zephyr before a muted Morgan states the theme of Harold Arlen's "Ill Wind." 
Mobley drifts in with the bridge and Lee comes back for the completion of the first chorus. Hancock's 
method is single-line into chords, a whiff of "It Might As Well Be Spring," some bluesy bits and hints of 
Red Garland. Lee is still muted for his improvisation. His emotional power is by no means blunted as 
his horn darts deftly in and out of the air currents. Hank is in for the last bridge and Lee takes it out. 
This is an "Ill Wind" that everybody blows well--er, good. 

"Most Like Lee" is a staccato, minored, medium swinger. Mobley launches his solo with staccato 
phrasing, in keeping with the character of Morgan's melody, and then makes good use of the upper 
register of his tenor. Lee exhibits his round sound and way with a grace-noted style modelled 
after Clifford Brown. McLean is direct and heartfelt as he is, throughout the date. Hancock's multi-
noted runs lead into a short but sure-noted solo from Ridley. The band comes back on the bridge and 
out. 

Other than "Ill Wind," all the tunes in this set are from the pen of Lee Morgan. They not only reflect his 
ability but they point up his versatility. "Our Man Higgins," "Ceora" and "Cornbread" are three distinct 
grooves, each one successful in its own area. Lee is not only one of our brightest trumpeters but he is 
an accomplished composer. And speaking of cornbread - I'm sure there are many places where it is 
done well in New York but two that I know are the Copper Rail on Seventh Avenue and Minton's 
Playhouse on 118th Street. And on Blue Note LP 4222! 

--IRA GITLER, from the liner notes. 
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"I must say that I was very influenced by Lee Morgan's recording of 
'The Sidewinder.' Lee was very influential to me growing up." 

--Archie Shepp 

 

When Lee Morgan first burst onto the New York jazz scene in the mid-1950s, I was struck by the 
particularly clear relationship between the young trumpeter's musical style and his style off the stand. 
Like his playing, Lee was brisk, witty and strutting with confidence. Underneath the often mocking way 
of talking there was also, however, a very clear awareness on his part of the distance he still had to 
go. He listened hard to everything going on around him, and he was quite lucid in verbalizing his 
goals. Among those goals were greater clarity of line and depth of emotion. 

"I always played a lot of notes," Lee told British writer Valerie Wilmer in 1961, "and now I'm getting 
space and those long lines. You want a change of sound, like trying to play little songs on a song, and 
that kind of thing. Miles Davis is a beautiful example of simplicity but that's not what I want. I want to 
play all over the horn and have a big beautiful sound." 

In the early 1960's, Lee was developing along those lines, and it was intriguing to hear him gradually 
discipline his formidable technical command toward more diversified expressive ends. Then Lee went 
through a period of relative inactivity on the jazz scene until he reappeared once more in New York in 
the summer of 1963. In February of 1964, Lee went back on the road with Art Blakey's Jazz 
Messengers with whom he had been previously. 

Listening to the renascent Lee Morgan in these performances recalls a statement Lee made a few 
years ago when somebody congratulated him on his style. "I don't think I have a completely original 
style," he said candidly at the time, "though I do have an identity. An identity is when someone who 
knows jazz can say, 'that's Lee Morgan playing,' but my basic style is composed of a strong Fats 
Navarro/Clifford Brown influence, and Miles and Dizzy, and then again a Bud and Bird thing. I think a 
definite style comes with living and experience and travelling until you play what you are, you play 
yourself on the horn." 

The Lee Morgan identity remains strong, and on the basis of his work here, the Lee Morgan style is 
indeed becoming definite. One of the elements in Lee's playing which has always been particularly 
engaging is the sense he projects of the sheer fun of improvising, the pleasure of making an 
instrument and extension of yourself. And now that he is able to feel and say more emotionally with a 
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technique that is already so secure, his thrust of delight at being able to thoroughly command his horn 
is all the more heightened. 

At the beginning of his career, Lee Morgan was impressive in terms of the carefree ebullience of his 
spirit and his often dazzling technique. To this listener, the current Lee Morgan is more impressive 
because in the past eight years, Lee has considerably expanded his knowledge about himself; and 
consequently, his music encompasses a broader and, I feel, a deeper range of emotion. The 
ebullience often reasserts itself, but it has been tempered with an awareness of the shadows as well 
as the kicks of being part of this complexly demanding era. The technique is more fluid than it ever 
was, but it is no longer indulged in for its own careening sake. My point is that the Lee 
Morgan identity has become a great deal clearer to him and at the same time, the need to fully 
communicate that identity through his music is enabling him to forge an increasing unmistakably and 
resourceful style. 

 

--IRA GITLER, from the liner notes, 
Search For The New Land, Blue Note. 

 

 


